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Introduction: Communication is an intrinsic part of collaborative working but can be problematic when the complexities of professional and personal identities inhibit quality care provision. This paper investigates these complexities and recommends interventions to facilitate collaborative working.

Methods: A qualitative comparative approach examined data collected from participants using purposive non-probability sampling. Perspectives were obtained from four professional groups (nurses, social workers, care managers, and police), from different organizations with different theoretical and practice frameworks, and from a fifth group (informal carers).

Results: Curriculum change and leadership initiatives are required to address the complexities inhibiting collaborative working relationships. Integrating complexity theory, personality typology, and problem-based learning into the curriculum to understand behavioral actions will enable interventions to effect change and promote the centrality of those being cared for.
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Introduction

Effective collaboration in health and social care (H&SC) is central to delivering high quality practice and services; however, communication difficulties between professions can inhibit care delivery. To solve this problem, an understanding of theoretical and practice frameworks is required to facilitate interdependence and dialogue. Additionally, insight into professional relationships and personality typology may highlight how thought processes and actions can lead to compatibility or conflict.

Recent H&SC reports cite significant care standards failures and demand improvement, offering a range of contributory factors and solutions which need to be addressed if recurrences are to be prevented and high quality care assured. A consistent theme within these reports is the call for effective interprofessional working (IPW). Nonetheless, despite endorsement of IPW, the route to its successful delivery remains elusive, although it is recognized that effective communication is paramount and that this in turn requires an understanding of both different professional perspectives and the dynamic nature of professional relationships.

Hence developing teamwork skills is of paramount importance in interprofessional education (IPE) to bridge the gap between the service providers’ organizations and professionals. Certainly the situation is complex, therefore understanding complexity theory and personality typology in relation to behavioral actions is paramount if change is to occur.
Complexity theory was originally a natural sciences concept; however, its application can be used to explain contextualized human behavior and actions. This is achievable by connecting Burton's description of complexity, that “interaction between components can produce unpredictable behavior,”12 with Kernick's suggestion, that complexity:

Sees systems undergoing continual transformation in a network of non-linear interaction. The emphasis moves away from prediction and control to an appreciation of the configuration of relationships amongst a system's components and an understanding of what creates patterns of order and behaviour among them.13

Thus, Burton and Kernick underline the importance of interactive relationships in human systems and provide a rationale for exploration of collaborative processes. Wright14 suggests that care sector workers need to equip themselves with collaborative working skills and that a comprehensive IPE curriculum could achieve this. However, for IPE and IPW to become successful also requires H&SC organizations recognizing divisions and barriers inhibiting practice.

Aim
The aim of this paper is to examine interprofessionalism through the lens of communication and relationships. The study draws upon personality typology, learning strategies, and interventions to promote change and analyzes factors encouraging or inhibiting collaboration across different professional and informal carer groups.

Methods
The research reported here is part of a larger mixed methods comparative study of five groups (nurses, social workers, care managers, police, and informal carers).1 This paper utilizes the qualitative data and provides a comparative analysis of respondents' narratives examining the similarities and differences between organizations, professional groups and informal carers' approaches to care provision.

Research sample
Data were collected from the four service sectors of statutory, private, voluntary, and informal provision. Perspectives were obtained from four distinct groups of professionals, working within different organizations, with different theoretical and practical frameworks, and from a fifth group of the informal carers to gain the views of both carers and service users. The groups consisted of: nurses (n = 17) working within the framework of either medical or nursing models; social workers (n = 18) covering social models; care managers (n = 18) covering business and management models; police (n = 16) covering the legal model; and informal carers (n = 12) covering the consumer model.

Participants were chosen using purposive nonprobability sampling15 to reflect particular qualities of the people, their relevance to the topic of investigation and those most likely to provide valuable data.16 The inclusion criteria were that all participants in the professional groups had undertaken training to achieve competence in their role. The informal carers required personal experience of caring on an ongoing basis for a minimum of 1 year, but had no formalized H&SC professional qualification. All participants had collaborative working experience in education and practice.

Ethical considerations
Ethical approval was obtained from a higher education institute (HEI) with consent gained from cohort groups. A covering letter outlined their voluntary involvement and detailed informed consent, privacy, confidentiality, and anonymity. Respondents were referred to by occupational status to avoid individual identification and bias was avoided by delivering the same semi-structured schedule during interviewing.

Data analysis
In this qualitative study data analysis was carried out to organize and examine data collected through semi-structured interviews. Data were transcribed verbatim to obtain narratives and descriptions and to elicit face-value meanings through content and comparative analysis. This enabled the discovery of the underlying causes and motivations behind the similarities and differences in the respondents' experiences of working in health care teams. Morse17 described two parts to content analysis: latent and manifest analyses. Latent analysis reviews the transcript in relation to the whole interview to discern covert and overt meaning of the respondents' words. Manifest analysis searches the transcript for words and phrases congruent to the research questions. In this study both latent and manifest approaches were adopted to gain insight from the narratives of the respondents lived experiences. The comparative approach provided an understanding of the complexity of different organizations, professional groups, and informal carer approaches to care provision and delivery within H&SC care sectors. The comparison sharpened the focus of the analysis and provided an opportunity for new perspectives to be considered.

A Heideggerian hermeneutic approach18 provided an interpretative perspective with which to understand the narratives. To do this, the researcher acquired a sense of the whole
experience and extracted significant statements to formulate meanings and validated these through discussions with the respondents. The findings utilized a selection of the narratives from respondents to illustrate and illuminate the points being made. The overall process aided the production of data summaries, graphs, and tables and elicited emerging themes related to experiences of IPW and IPE.

**Findings of experiences of IPE and IPW**

This section provides an overview of similarities and differences provided through a sample of the narratives from each group. These included: teamwork development during IPE; skills and knowledge requirements; preferred IPE delivery methods for IPW; and personality types.

Firstly, the respondents’ narratives outlined teamwork development during IPE. Nurse’s responses highlighted limitations due to the lack of initiatives offered:

Team working was one of those sessions we considered to be time wasting. We were supposed to work together on assignments … some wouldn’t pull their weight […]. It was difficult to complain because part of the marking criteria was based on effective team working. [N7]

We did some sessions on teamwork during our training […] with other nurses. We did scenarios […]. We had to imagine that we belonged to the other profession and we clearly didn’t. [N12]

Social work responses described similar experiences:

Education providers have a lot of work to do here … sent us off in groups to work through case studies or scenarios, but no other professionals were involved. [SW5]

Another social worker added that assessment methods simply served to provide incentives to pretend to collaborate rather than to genuinely engage:

In theory we should be trained alongside other professionals. In practice we have to have competency criteria of working with others evidence, you behave yourself because otherwise they won’t sign you off[,] [SW9]

whilst another social worker outlined particular professional requirements to undertake their role:

I don’t mind working as part of a team as long as they take my professional views into account. Social work training gives you a particular outlook, we deal a lot with anti-oppressive practice. [SW10]

Care manager responses outlined how the process had both positive and negative outcomes for developing their professional roles:

I wasn’t really interested in the softer options such as team working and interpersonal interaction […] I already had a natural ability for these areas and I needed to concentrate on the financial and legal aspects. [CM1]

We undertook interpersonal interaction which included team building with other H&SC professionals. I enjoyed the sessions on team building and put the skills learnt into practice […]. It’s helped me be successful in my role. [CM15]

Police responses outlined the value of their initial police training and ongoing training with other professionals as a beneficial way to break down barriers:

Team working is important, communication is a key aspect of my job … you learn to listen and record accurately […]. Looking back, my initial police training was extremely valuable even though it was a long time ago. I’ve continued training throughout my career. [P5]

The initial training emphasized working as part of a team was essential to good police work … with the general public it part of your people skills. [P12]

The advantage was to break down barriers between services, see how different agencies and professionals work. [P8]

Informal carer responses expressed feelings of exclusion:

It would be nice to feel part of the team, but usually the nurses or social workers take charge. [IC2]

Sometimes they [professionals] involve you but more often they don’t. [IC6]

Part of the team of carers don’t make me laugh, they [professionals] don’t include, involve, or discuss much with me. It’s pushing for information, resources and help all the time. Sometimes you get it, most times you don’t – it’s very frustrating. [IC11]

The narratives provided examples of positive and negative experiences of collaboration. However, perceptions of the insular nature of the experience are notable and it was generally considered that existing IPE was not working well. This indicates that interventions are needed to improve standards by enhancing communication and interaction. Previous research suggests IPE can increase professional competence to improve service delivery.19–22 Furthermore,
Hammick\textsuperscript{23} cites its ability to provide acknowledgment and respect of professional identities. An important point being made in the narratives was that, whilst overcoming barriers, it was important nevertheless to retain boundaries between professional areas. This enables each professional to remain clear about their role and what is expected of them and others in relation to service delivery.

This research demonstrates that all the groups had varying degrees of satisfactory experiences and concluded that interprofessional collaboration was necessary, but remained unsure of its achievability. Some felt their initial professional education, training, and continuing practical experience was sufficient for their career lifetime, and that they, in consultation with their own organizations and awarding bodies, should take responsibility for developments.

Respondents indicated that IPE was needed after qualification to increase IPW, but again related these to specific roles, responsibilities, and knowledge of their organizational aims and objectives. Some respondents’ stated competency attained for qualification was sufficient for quality service provision, albeit specific reference was made to maintaining and improving professional knowledge as a criterion for professional accountability.

**Skills and knowledge requirements**

The respondents suggested that skills needed targeting to specialty requirements rather than to generic ones. Hence the respondents were asked to rank skills and knowledge requirements in order of their perception of their importance. Figure 1 demonstrates that the attribute they ranked as most important was interpersonal interaction, followed by team building and group work, management and leadership, decision making, and, finally, professional understanding of organizations and cultures.

Barr\textsuperscript{24} cited shared learning as a way forward, but despite progress this initiative has not resolved the lack of understanding between professionals or organizational differences, or the fact that not all HEIs have utilized IPE/IPW frameworks. The majority of respondents’ experiences testified to this explicitly as demonstrated in a sample of professional responses.

A nurse’s response demonstrated challenges in collaboration:

I learnt a bit about Social Services, but I don’t think the social workers learnt about the NHS [National Health Service]. The social workers I talked to seemed intent in turning everything to their viewpoint. [N14]

A care manager’s response reinforced this perception:

We shared social policy sessions with social workers […] they literally took over and our viewpoints were never addressed. We never shared any sessions with nurses, had we done so I think it might have been different. [CM10]

Social workers’ responses highlighted professional differences and role requirements:

Counseling was shared with care managers … they focused on financial aspects and we were left to deal with the social aspects, so there was nothing new really. They thought we didn’t understand the financial aspects, it was surreal. [SW17]

Our educational training was very insular and … I was intent in learning my roles and responsibilities not those of others. [SW17]

In an attempt to resolve these challenges whilst still retaining a professional identity the respondents were presented with a list of possible topic areas to rank in order of importance of a greater understanding of IPW. Figure 2 summarizes their responses.

**Figure 1** Graph showing how the groups ranked skills and knowledge requirements.

**Note:** 5 = highest rank, 1 = lowest rank. The numbers below the graph represent the question numbers.
The choices demonstrated that: nurses ranked understanding professionals and organizations as their first choice. Social workers ranked professional judgment and decision making as their first choice. Care managers and the police ranked ethical and legal aspects as their first choice, while informal carers chose communication, team building, and group work. Overall, the most important topic was considered to be understanding professionals and organizations; this is clearly a topic that would lend itself very effectively to IPE. The other topics in overall rank order were: legal and ethical aspects; team building and group work; professional judgment and decision making; management, leadership, and change; working with diversity; social policy and ideology; and, finally, power, resistance, and change. However, all have the potential to be used as effective IPW topics, assuming an appropriate delivery method is devised.

**Preferred IPE delivery methods for IPW**

Respondents were asked to consider three IPE delivery options to comment upon:

- Shared learning (different professional groups taught and assessed together on common content)
- Common learning (topics common to the different professional groups taught and assessed within profession-specific programs)
- Problem-based learning (PBL; participants work cooperatively in groups of different professionals to seek solutions to real life problems)

The outline in Table 1 demonstrates the preferences of each group with regards to learning delivery methods.

The distribution of the use of delivery methods across the total sample consisted of 28% favoring shared learning, 20% common learning, and 52% PBL. The majority of respondents (52% overall; 47% of nurses, 61% of care managers, and 100% of police) favored PBL and this method is recognized as having wide applicability to vocational education programs. For example, Pincus states students undertaking PBL during their education have more favorable attitudes than students undertaking traditional instruction. Alternatively, social workers’ (61%) preferred common learning assessed within profession-specific programs, and this hints at their disinclination for interdisciplinary working. This was elaborated upon by a social worker’s comment:

> Common learning suits social work because we can be assessed in our own discipline by social work educators who know the score in our work. I don’t think nurse educators would see our work in the same way[.].

**Table 1** Preferred delivery method for each occupational group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Occupational group</th>
<th>Delivery method</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social work</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care manager</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal carer</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviation:** PBL, problem-based learning.
whilst the informal carers (60%) preferred shared learning, as one cited:

If we shared the learning perhaps then they would understand what it’s like for us. We get overlooked and I think we are undervalued and this way they just might listen. [IC12]

This is a common theme for informal carers, and it is increasingly apparent that informal carers are likely to be major beneficiaries of IPE. Just over half of the respondents (52%) favored PBL as their preferred learning method. This fits very well with both IPE and IPW because it deals with complex problems from real life situations which enable students to discover concepts and interconnections by analyzing problems, sharing findings, and formulating and evaluating solutions. On the other hand, traditional teaching can be considered to provide abstract knowledge which is memorized and then may be applied to problems later in practice settings. However, PBL has the ability to help student professionals to develop higher-level critical thinking skills, rather than just allowing them to assimilate facts, terms, and definitions. Consequently, PBL is suitable for interprofessional approaches as it facilitates an integrated approach to the development of skills to cope with the changing nature of H&SC provision. Respondents in this study stated that their training helped them in understanding differences in professional cultures, and they say they are supporting the service user. I don’t understand them […] It’s a real struggle. [IC7]

A social worker expanded on this theme by discussing personality in relation to teamwork:

I don’t mind working as part of a team as long as they take my professional views into account. Social work training gives you a particular outlook […] you have to be a strong character. [SW10]

One police officer commented on personality and how their training helped them in understanding differences in people:

In our training we deal a lot with understanding others, we learn to observe and note how others are reacting. You get different types of people and it’s important to understand them. [P3]

A second police officer related understanding personality more to working with other professionals as well as members of the general public:

There are sometimes difficulties in working alongside other professionals, especially social workers […] They don’t always […] understand where people are coming from. Nurses are […] easier to deal with. I haven’t had the opportunity of working with care managers yet. In our line of work we have to understand how people tick. We deal with so many different people. [P6]

Three informal carers highlighted differences between the professionals and highlight issues of power and personality:

Social workers […] put their own point forward even when they say they are supporting the service user. I don’t understand them […] It’s a real struggle. [IC7]

The professionals I have come into contact with […] come at things from different ways, I’m not sure if this is because of their job training or because of their own outlook. [IC11]

Some [professionals] are nice, others not so nice. I’m not talking about these differences depending on whether I get what I need. I guess we are all different and you just have to know where people are coming from. I’m not sure if it is their training or just them. [IC4]

This personality theme is important because understanding personality types influences understanding of individual thought processes leading to behavior actions. It was evident from responses that understanding other professionals was challenging. This was further demonstrated in a sample of the responses about the impact of professional dominance on professional relationships.

**Personality types**

All respondents commented on aspects of personality enhancing or hindering IPW and a narrative sample of these responses are provided covering different aspects. A care manager highlighted personality when discussing particular professions:

I think nurses by their very nature are more compliant, more conforming and social workers, from my experience are more controversial, more confrontational. [CM6]
Nurse response:
Social workers often ride rough shod over others opinions or suggestions. [N6]

Social worker response:
This can vary from meeting to meeting and may be influenced by several factors: personal style, confidence, knowledge of the case, area of knowledge. Social workers and the police always seem to outstrip other professionals. [SW4]

Care manager response:
If police are involved they tend to take the limelight as it involves aspects of law etc [...]. Professionals can’t always fit the “role,” they are people with personalities and some dominate conversations quite naturally. [CM18]

Police response:
Social workers […] tend to have strong views and are vociferous in their arguments. [P2]

Informal carers’ responses:
Social workers […] are very verbal and domineering. [IC3]
Social workers always put their penny worth in and on most occasions pay lip service to informal carers. [IC6]

Personality type is widely recognized as influencing interpersonal processes, not only by impacting upon one’s own preferred style of interaction, but our interpretation of the needs and preferences of others.

Discussion
Although teamwork can be developed to some degree through the standard approaches to IPE, this research serves to emphasize professional individuality and highlights how people involved in H&SC function within interprofessional groups depending upon their personality type. Jung’s philosophy of personality typology of extraversion and introversion outlines eight personality types (used by people in varying degrees and frequencies) to gain an understanding of people’s behavior and actions (cited by Stevens).20 Understanding behavior and actions are key aspects of IPW. Further development was formulated through the Myers–Briggs Personality Type Indicators27 and by a temperament theorist28 who indicate personality types as persistent characteristics throughout the life course. Their premise is that, whilst individuals display a range of behaviors, they have certain preferred ways of operating that are adopted more easily and readily.

When considering the groups most dominant in communications the respondents’ overwhelmingly cited social workers. In terms of personality types, social workers were viewed as extraverts, whilst nurses and informal carers were viewed as introverts and the police and care managers cut across both. Arguably, social workers require an extraverted personality type to overcome disabling, oppressive practices, but other professionals expressed difficulty understanding their behavior. Hence, learning about personality types provides an opportunity for professionals to gain insight into each other’s ways of thinking and behavior.27,28 However, traditional education overlooks personality typology, focusing instead on logic rather than subjective approaches. This imbalance could be rectified by educationalists implanting personality typology into educational strategies to demonstrate how people process and act on information differently. For this reason, a H&SC curriculum review is needed by educationalists to include personality typology so it facilitates communication and improves mutual understanding to enhance collaboration.

Covey29 states that understanding personality types enables individuals to value differences in mental, emotional, and psychological areas and to realize that others view the world differently. Understanding this allows individuals to stop projecting their own particular personality type over that of others so that it allows them to see the world from other perspectives and suggests it provides an opportunity to change perceptions by looking beyond their own interpretation of the world.27,28 Additionally, Bennis and Nanus30 suggest that understanding personality types can help in leadership of the workforce as managers and leaders would be able to gain an understanding of their workforce. Profiling personality types does not mean that all individuals will fall into one category or another, or that an extraverted type cannot undertake introverted-type activities, but it provides an indicator of how an individual might act or react in a collaborative situation.

There are many advantages to be gained in working interprofessionally, as working “together” rather than “alongside” can energize people and result in new ways of tackling old problems. Such synergy can result in a synthesis of new ideas.1 Key aspects of enhancing collaboration are understanding complexity and personality when considering the interrelatedness of systems and processes that could be utilized in care provision. Teamwork skills development during IPE through the use of PBL, complexity theory, and personality typology will facilitate knowledge and understanding around how different organizational, professional, and personal outlooks impact on working relationships. For any team to form and perform effectively there are certain stages...
the group goes through as outlined by Tuckman’s “storming, forming, norming, and performing” typology.31  

Tuckman stresses that a group of people coming together does not necessarily mean they become an effective team. The effectiveness of the team depends on various factors including its function, cohesiveness, structure, ability and how it is led and managed. Cross-functional or interprofessional teams face additional challenges that also have to be acknowledged and addressed. McKenna32 recognizes that cross-functional teams are usually drawn from people with broadly similar levels of professional hierarchy and status, but whose professional background is diverse.

The process of becoming a team takes time and trust develops slowly. The very nature of these groups can mean that team members can frequently change or drop in and out depending on the nature of the situation being addressed, or at different stages of the group’s life cycle.33 Personality factors and team roles can be impacted on by changes in team members. Time pressures and the passage of time can often lead to discussion of individual cases or situations being severely limited; hence the need for the team to operate effectively and with a high degree of professional trust and respect is important.

One of the purposes of IPW is to ensure effective knowledge transfer and good decision making between the various represented parties. Oborn and Dawson examined the working of a multidisciplinary team in a health setting and concluded:

[...] healthcare delivery [...] means that [...] team design and work based relationships, dimensions of authority and accountability need explicit consideration [...]. This point, however, is rarely [...] embedded in policy guidelines as it is assumed that personal interaction somehow comes naturally if formal arrangements are made.34

This emphasis on the importance of leadership and management of the team is crucial to developing a shared language and promoting understanding amongst the various individuals and professional interests represented in the team. A facilitator must have professional respect along with skills in moderation, negotiation, and communication to bring out similarities and differences so solutions can be sought. However, acknowledging that personal interactions, respect, and trust do not occur naturally is important and needs to be embedded into policy development and professional training. Initial professional training and continuing professional development (CPD) provides the opportunity to integrate theory with practice in the areas of team working and personality traits.

For interprofessionalism to succeed, changes are required in professional relationships, so that professionals can act as agents of change and accept different perceptions when delivering care services to meet the best interests of those being cared for. If this does not occur then it is unlikely that interprofessionalism will benefit those it is intended to help. IPE requires knowledge about the experiences of individual and organizational processes to be placed at the center of a core curriculum of education. Previous conventional education and training does not address the needs of a diverse changing care environment, and initiatives to instill IPE need to include different professional groups, rather than subsections of those working in the same care area, to meet the needs of a changing society.

Leadership theories and management styles impact upon collaborative practice and managers and leaders need to develop collaborative relationships through teamwork practices. Their understanding of different personality types could help in conflict management and resolution with individuals, groups, and organizations. Chen et al highlighted the importance of recognizing personality and teamwork, stating that “personality and team context should be considered together so as to improve team knowledge integration and team performance.”35

Student professionals need to gain an understanding of other professionals and understand different personalities to be effective practitioners, as successful relationships are based on trust and mutual respect of others’ viewpoints. Respondents mentioned courses in psychology where they discussed transactional analysis, Erikson, Freud, Gestalt, Maslow, Pavlov, and Skinner, but felt these did not help in understanding how other professionals thought processes worked. Understanding different personality types could aid in collaborative practice and teamwork competencies by providing an understanding of the diverse thought processes of professionals and service users, rather than insular roleplaying scenarios being carried out within separate disciplines.

The IPE curriculum needs to take all these aspects into account and deliver a curriculum from the starting point of academic and professional life. It can also be incorporated into other H&SC in-house training, such as that undertaken by police or voluntary organizations. This could be continued for all professionals by CPD through the life-long learning agenda. The way forward in the professional education curriculum is to implant interprofessionalism as a core requirement with students having the opportunity to mix with a range of other students working towards professionalization.
In year 1 (of prequalifying courses), the curriculum needs to provide students with the opportunity to understand governmental initiatives and to gain an awareness of health and social policies to understand the modernization agenda and organizational and professional change. In year 2, students need an understanding of the different management and leadership styles, as well as interpersonal relationships to develop positive approaches to team and group work participation and cooperation. In year 3, critical thinking and analytical development has to be undertaken and the recommendation is that this can be done through a PBL using a real world approach to develop student problem solving skills.

In terms of interventions, a thematic PBL is suggested to cater for professionals specializing in a particular field (such as child care, youth work, adult care, care of the older person, etc) so concepts can collectively be considered from their professional stances so solutions can be transferred to specific contexts. A major advantage of PBL is the integrated interaction over and above traditional learning strategies to enable an understanding of each other’s perceptions. In this research, the choice of preference outlined by the respondents from the knowledge and skills list was interpersonal and communication skills and this fits in well with the PBL initiatives. The respondents’ first choice of learning delivery methods for IPE was PBL, as they asserted that, if undertaken correctly, it would allow them to work with and understand other professional approaches and so fits in well with understanding personality types. The respondents’ first choice of modules was understanding professionals and organizations and this also fits in well with the concept of understanding personality types.

In a complex H&SC system it is necessary for educators, organizations, professionals, informal carers, and service users to work together to find solutions to current and future H&SC problems. PBL lends itself to dealing with all of the issues related to interprofessional collaboration as it has the ability to better equip workers with problem-solving skills for practical application than traditional linear programs have done. However, what is also evident is that structural change in H&SC institutions is needed and that HEIs have a part to play in this process by freeing themselves from traditional linear frameworks and embracing the diversity of teaching strategies and human psychology into curriculum development.

Conclusion
Knowledge and understanding of complexity theory, personality types, and PBL initiatives provided through curriculum intervention could elicit understanding of others actions and reactions and ultimately benefit service users. For this to be instilled into practice requires leadership and management in education and practice settings. Interprofessional working is regarded as imperative and its failure is a contributory factor to shortfalls in service provision. The complexity of interprofessionalism is not merely attributable to different professional ideologies, but differences in people. Educational intervention needs to extend beyond “know that” to “know how,” with “know how” based upon experience through experiential learning/PBL. However, recommendations for IPE need to move beyond bland statements about its virtue to specific recommendations for its practice.

This paper advocates interventions focusing upon the nature of relationships and recognizing communication as a large part of this. The implications of change in H&SC roles and the ability of professionals to work interprofessionally to meet future needs will require changes in H&SC education and training. New developments in complexity theory and IPE also raise concern about HEIs continuing with a traditional linear framework when H&SC organizations are becoming more complex and diverse. The findings of this paper reaffirm the importance of understanding personality in teamwork and recommend a greater use of PBL strategies to promote effective collaboration and negate differences that inhibit the delivery of quality care provision.
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